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NORMALITY AND COLLECTIONWISE NORMALITY OF

PRODUCT SPACES, II

By

Kaori Yamazaki

Abstract. We prove that the product space X x Y is collectionwise

normal if and only if X x Y is normal in the following cases;(1) X is

a collectionwise normal S-space and Y is a collectionwise normal first

countable P-space, (2) X is the closed image of a normal M-space

and Y is a collectionwise normal firstcountable i>-space,(3) X is the

closed image of a paracompact M-space and Y is a collectionwise

normal P-space. In particular,(2) and (3) essentiallygeneralize K.

Chiba's theorems [3].

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper we assume all spaces to be Hausdorff, and all maps to

be continuous. For two collectionwise normal spaces X and Y, the result which

asserts normality of X x Y implies its collectionwise normality has been proved

in cases Y being metrizable, Lasnev, a paracompact M-space and cr-locally

compact paracompact by Okuyama [12], Hoshina [5], Rudin-Starbird [14] and

Chiba [3],respectively.In a previous paper [16, Theorem 2.2],the author proved

another case that the product of a paracompact Z-space X and a collectionwise

normal P-space Y is collectionwisenormal if and only if itis normal; thisextends

Nagami's theorem [9] with Y being a paracompact c-space as well as affirma-

tively answers to the problem posed by Yang [17].

In [2],K. Chiba showed the following; for a collectionwise normal E-space X

and a paracompact firstcountable P-space Y, X x Y is collectionwise normal. If

we weaken the paracompactness of Y to the collectionwise normality, even the

normality of X x Y need not be implied. Being suggested by these facts, we

obtain the following result.
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Theorem 1.1. Let X be a collectionwisenormal "L-space and Y a collec-

tionwise normal first countable P-space. Then the product X x Y is collectionwise

normal if and only if X x Y is normal.

In [3], K. Chiba showed that normality of X x Y implies its collectionwise

normality in the following cases;

(A) X is the closed image of a normal M-space and Y is a paracompact first

countable P-space,

(B) X is the closed image of a paracompact firstcountable M-space and Y is

a collectionwise normal E-space.

In the proof of both cases, it needed to show at firstthe collectionwise

normality of Z x Y which is essential to the proof, where Z is an M-space

assumed in (A) or (B). In this paper, we prove further the following two theorems

which generalize the Chiba's results above; it should be noted that in our results

even the normality of Z x Y, where Z is an M-space in our theorems, need not

be implied from our cases.

Theorem 1.2. Let X be the closedimage of a normal M-space and Y a

collectionwisenormal firstcountable P-space. Then the product X x Y is col-

lectionwisenormal if and only if X x Y is normal.

Theorem 1.3. Let X be the closed image of a paracompact M-space and Y a

collectionwisenormal P-space. Then the product X x Y is collectionwisenormal if

and only if X x Y is normal.

2. Preliminaries and key lemmas

Let N be the set of all positive integers.

A space Y is a P-space [8] if for any index set D. and for any collection

{G(cc＼,..., 0Ln)I a＼,..., an e Q; n e N} of open subsets of Y such that

<j(ai,...,aw) c G(ai,...,a≪,an+i) for ai,... ,aB,an+i e Q,

there exists a collection {F(aj,..., an) ＼a＼,..., an e Q; n e AT} of closed subsets of

F such that the conditions (a), (b) below are satisfied:

(a) F{au...,ctn) c G(ai,...,aH) for ai,...,aBefi,

(b) Y = [JiGiod ,...,aH)＼neN}=>Y= [j{F(ax,..., an) ＼n e N}.

A 2-space [10] is a space X having a sequence, called a 1,-net, {Sn＼n e N} of

locally finite closed covers of X which satisfies the following conditions:

(c) Sn is written as {E(a.＼,.... &n) I aj,..., an g Q] with an index set Q,
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(d) E(an,...,un) = {J{E(ai,...,an,an+i) ＼txn+ieQ} for ai,... ,aB e 12,

(e) For every x e X, C(x) is countably compact, and there exists a sequence

ai, Gt2,
■■･

g O such that C(x) <=.V with V open implies C(x) c i?(ai, ...,an)c F

for some ≪, where C(x) = (^＼{E＼ye E e $n, ne N}. We call {£"(oci,...,aw)

≪£iV} a /oca/ ≪ef of C(x).

The definition of M-spaces is due to Morita [8].

The well-known facts are that every M-space is a S-space, every S-space is a

f-space, every normal f-space is countably paracompact and every normal M-

space is collectionwise normal (see Nagata [11]). We also note that not every

closed image of a paracompact M-space is a S-space (see Gruenhage [4]).

The following lemma will be fundamental for the proof of our results.

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a space. Suppose {Kx ＼X e A} a discrete collection of

closed subsets of X satisfiesthe following conditions (i) and (ii)below:

(i) for each n e N there exists a locallyfinite collection(9n = {O" ＼X e A} of

open subsets of X such that

Kk<z＼){Ol＼neN)

for every X e A,

(ii) there exists an open subset Wi of X such that

KxaWk and W^H ({j{KM ＼fi# X,jue A}) = 0

for every X e A.

Then there exists a disjointcollection{Qx |X e A} of open subsets of X such

that Kx <= Qx for every X e A.

Proof. Suppose {Ki ＼X e A} satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii). Let {On＼

n e N} and ＼W＼ ＼X e A} be the collections described in the conditions (i) and (ii).

Here we put

r≫ = onA n wk

for each X e A and n e TV. Then {R" ＼X e A} is a locally finite collection of open

subsets of X for every n e N, which satisfies

Rfn([j{Kfi＼{i*X,n£A})=0

for each Xe A, ne N and

Kka＼＼{R≫＼neN}
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for every X e A. We define
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^ = U{^-U{^l/^^eA;/<≪}|WeAr}

for each ke A. Then we can easily show that {Qx ＼X e A} is a disjointcollection

of open subsets of X such that K＼ cz Qx for every X e A. It completes the proof of

Lemma 2.1. □

Remark. X is collectionwise normal if and only if X is normal and every

discretecollection {Kx |A A} of closed subsets of X satisfiesthe condition (i) of

Lemma 2.1.

We need the followinglemmas for our results.Our proofs of thelemmas are

based on the proof of [16, Theorem 2.2].

Lemma 2.2. Let X be a collectionwisenormal H-space and Y a collectionwise

normal first countable P-space. Let {K^ |A e A} be a locally finite collection of

closed subsets of X x Y. Then {K^ |X e A} satisfiesthe condition (i)of Lemma 2.1.

Proof. Let ＼in ＼n e N} be a S-net of X, where we express

in = {JE(ai,...,aH)|ai,...,aBeQ}.

Since X is collectionwise normal and countably paracompact, for each ne N

there exists a locally finite open cover {L(ol＼,..., an) | ol＼,..., an e Q.} of X such

that

(1) E(on,...,an) c L(ai,...,aH)

for each a＼,..., ocne Q.

Define A = {T <= A | Card T is finite}. For each cc＼,...,<xne Q, ≪g TV and

F e A, let us put

Gr(ai ,-･-,≪≪)= U < O |O is open in Y and

(£(a,,...,aB) x 0) fi(UWIA £T}) = 0
j

Then Gr(ai, ･
■･,

aw) is open in Y and we have

Gr(ct＼,..., ocn) c Griixi,..., aB, an+1)
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for each ai,..., oc,oc+i e Q. since E{<x＼,...,aM) => E{a.＼,...,an,aM+i). Hence if we

put

G(ai,...,a≪) = (J{Gr(ai,...,aB)|r6 A},

then G(a＼,..., an) is an open subset of Y and we have

G(ai,...,aB) c G(ai,...,aw,aM+1)

for each ai,..., aw,an+i e Q. Since F is a P-space, there exists a collection

{M(ai,...,an)|ai,...,a≪eO; ≪e TV}

of closed subsets of Y such that

(2) M(ai,...,a≪) c= G(ai,...,an)

for each cc＼,...,ccne Q; n g N, and

(3) F =U{G(ai>-･･.<*≪) I" 6JV}=>r=U{M(a,,..., a≪)|≫ eTV}.

Here we may assume

(4) M(ai,...,a≪) <z M(ai,... ,a≪,aM+i)

for each ai,..., ctn,an+＼ g Q.

Fix neJV and ai,..., <xne Q. arbitrarily. Define

Pr(≪i,.
■･

,≪,) = {j e 71 (£(≪i,... ,<x,,)x {y})HKA # 0 if and only if k e T}

for each F e A. We show that the collection

(5) {M(a1,...,a≪)nPr(ai,...,an)|rGA}

is locally finite in Y. To prove this, let y e Y and we show that the above

collection is locally finite at y. Since M(aj,..., ocn)is closed in Y, we may assume

that y e M(ot＼,..., ctn). Then by (2) we have y e G(ai,..., aw), and hence there

exists a F^ e A such that y e Gry(ot＼,...,ccn). Suppose

Gry(oth ..., an) H Pr(cti,..., ccn) #0,

then we show FcT^. To show this, let a X e I＼ Select a point

z e Gt,(ai,..., oc) PIPr(ai, ･ ･･, <*≪)･

Since z e /V(<xi,..., aM), we have

(E(a1,...,a≪)x{z})n^#0,
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so
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(E{ah ..., an) x GTy(aj,.. .,<*,))flJ^ # 0.

By the definitionof Gry(cc＼,...,aw), we have

(7) (E(au..., O x Gr>i, ･･･,a≪))fl(＼J{K^＼p i Ty}) = 0

The formulations (6) and (7) show X e Ty, it follows that r c Ty. And since

Grv(oci, ･･･ ,ocn) is an open neighborhood of y and Card Ty is finite, we have

shown that the collection (5) above is localy finite at y.

Since Y is collectionwise normal and countably paracompact, there exists a

locally finite collection {Hr(cti,
■■■,

ccn)| T e A} of open subsets of Y such that

M{cci,...,≪,) 0 Pr(ai,..., an) a Hr(cc＼,..., an)

for each FeA.

We define

O" = ＼J{L(ai,...,an) x Hr(<*i,
■■･

,an) | T e A and I e T; aj,... ,aw e Q},

for each n e N and A e A. Then we can see that {O" ＼I e A} is a locally finite

collection of open subsets of X x Y for each ne N.

We shall show that K^ cz＼J{O1＼n N} for every leA. To see this, let

(x, y) g Kx. We choose cc＼,cc2,...efl so that

{E(ct＼,..., aw) |≪ e AT} is a local net of C(x).

Before everything, we show that Y = [j{G(a＼,..., an) ＼n N}. Let any z e

Y. Put

Fxz = {fie A＼(C(x) x {z^HK, ^ 0}.

Since C(x) x {z} is countably compact and {KM ＼fie A} is locally finite, Fxz is

finite, that is, Txz e A. Moreover, since C(x) x [z] is countably compact and Y is

first countable, there exist open subsets O and O' of X and Y, respectively, such

that

C(x) x{z}^OxO'czXxY- {JiKpl/ii Txz}.

From the property of the local net, there exists an ne N such that

C{x) cz£(ai,...,aH) c O.

Therefore

(£(ah ..., an) x O') n (1JW I /i^ Txz}) = 0.
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Thus we can verify zeO'c Grxz(≪i,...,ocn)c= G{cl＼,...,an). Hence we have Y =

U{G{au...,an)＼neN}.

It follows from (3) that

Y={J{M(au...1an)＼neN}.

So there exists an n e TV such that y e M(a,＼,...,aw). Let

Txy = {M e A |(C(x) x {y}) HK^0}.

Likewise the matter shown above, we have Txy e A, and there exist open subsets

Ox and Oy of X and F, respectively,such that

C(x) x{y}^0xx0y^XxY- [j{K, |ju$ Txy).

From the property of the local net, there exists anmeJV such that

C(x) x {y} cz E(ccu..., am) x {y} a Ox x Oy,

where we can select m>n. So we have

(8) (E(*i,---,*m)x{y})n({J{K/t＼fitrxy}) = 0.

Moreover, by the definition of Txy and the fact C{x) a E{cl＼,...,am), we

have

(9) {E{a＼,...,am) x {7}) fl^ # 0 for every //e Txy.

It follows from the formulations (8) and (9) that

y<=Prxy(ccu...,am).

By (4), y e M(cc＼,...,otn)c M(aj,..., otm). So we have

(10) y e Af(ai,..., aw) nPr.v,(ai,.･･,aw) c HTxy{<*＼,.･
■,

otm).

It follows from (1) and (10) that

(x,y) eL(ai,...,aw) x HFxv{cc＼,...,am).

Since (x, y) e Kx, itis clear that X e Fxy. Thus we have (x, y) e O , which proves

that Kx cz ＼J{OnkIn e N}. It follows that {Kx＼Xe A} satisfiesthe condition (i) of

Lemma 2.1. This completes the proof of the lemma. □

If C(x) in the proof of Lemma 2.2 is compact, then without using the first

countability of Y the similar proof to the above yields the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.3. Let X be a paracompact 1,-space and Y a collectionwisenormal

P-space. Let {Kx ＼X e A} be a locallyfinite collectionof closed subsets of X x Y.

Then {Kx IX e A} satisfiesthe condition (i) of Lemma 2.1.

3. The proofs of Theorems

Let us proceed to the proofs of Theorems.

2.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. It is shown by Remark of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma

n

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let Z be a normal M-space and / a closed

continuous map from Z onto X. Then we can express that X ―(J{X, |i > 0},

where Xt is closed discretefor every / > 1 and f~l(x) is countably compact for

each x Xq (see Nagata [11]).

First we observe that for a subset A of Z x Y the following equalitv holds:

(11) (fxlY)(A)n(Xox Y) = {fxlY){A)n{X0x Y).

Let {Dx |X e A} be a discrete collection of closed subsets of X x Y. For each

/ > 1, we can take a discrete collection {JJ＼＼X e A} of open subsets of X x Y

such that

Dkr＼{XiX Y)^Ul

for every X e A, because X and Y are collectionwisenormal

Let

Fx = Dx-l){Ui＼i*l}

for each X e A. Then Fx is closed in X x Y and we have Fx <= Xo x 7.

Here {(/ x ly)^1^) |k e A} is a discrete collection of closed subsets of

Zx Y.

Since Z is a normal M-space (therefore a collectionwise normal S-space), it

follows that {(/x lY)~l(Fx)＼ke A} satisfiesthe condition (i) of Lemma 2.1

because of Lemma 2.2.

Since X x Y is normal, for each X e A, there exists an open subset Wx of

1x7 such that

Fic:WxcWxcXx Y-＼j{F,＼fi^X^GK]
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Then {(/x ly)"1^) |Ae A} is the required collection for {(/ x ly)"1^) |

X e A} to satisfythe condition (ii)of Lemma 2.1. Hence {(/ x 1 Y)~l(F^)＼X e A}

satisfiesthe condition (ii) of Lemma 2.1.

By Lemma 2.1, we can take a disjointcollection{Qx ＼Xe A} of open subsets

of Z x Y such that

{fx＼Y)-＼Fk)<zQk

for each X e A.

Vx = Xx F-(/xlr)(Zx Y-Qx)

for each Xe A. It is clear that { Vx ＼X e A} is a disjoint collection of open subsets

of X x F. Since F^ c Xq x F, we can show that

Fx^Vx

for each 2eA by (11). By the normality of X x F, there exists a discrete

collection {UR ＼X e A} of open subsets of X x F such that

for each X e A.

The collection { JJ＼＼X e A, / > 0} has the properties that

^<=U{^"I^°}

for each X e A and that { U[ ＼X e A} is discrete for each / > 0. Namely {Dx ＼X e

A} satisfies the condition (i) of Lemma 2.1, and also satisfies the condition (ii) of

Lemma 2.1 because of the normality of X x F. Therefore we can get a disjoint

collection {Bx ＼X e A} of open subsets oflx 7 such that Dx <= Bx for each Xe A

by Lemma 2.1. Hence X x F is collectionwise normal, which completes the proof

of Theorem 1.2. □

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let Z be a paracompact M-space and / a closed

continuous map from Z onto X. We can express X = {J{X{ ＼i > 0} that has the

properties of the proof of Theorem 1.2. Let {Dx ＼X e A} be a discrete collection

of closed subsets of X x F. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of

Theorem 1.2, because we can use Lemma 2.3 instead of Lemma 2.2. So we can

take a discrete collection { U[ ＼X e A} of open subsets of X x F for each / > 0

such that

Dx^[){Ui＼i>Q＼
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for each A e A as the proof of Theorem 1.2.Hence {Dx |A e A} satisfiesthe condi-

tion (i) of Lemma 2.1. Since X x Y is normal, {Dx | A e A} satisfiesthe condition

(ii)of Lemma 2.1. Therefore we can get a disjointcollection{Bx |A e A} of open

subsets of X x Y such that Dx <= Bx for each X e A. Hence X x Y is collec-

tionwise normal, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. □

Remark. Since co＼is a collectionwise normal firstcountable M-space and

co＼+ ＼is a compact space, the assumption of the normality of X x Y of

Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 can not be dropped.

4. Some problems

It is well-known by Nagami [10, Corollary 4.2] that for a paracompact S-

space X and a paracompact P-space Y the product X x Y is paracompact. If we

replace the paracompactness of X and Y by the collectionwise normality, then

even the normality of X x Y need not implied in general. Thus the following

problem naturally arises.[16, Theorem 2.2] or Theorem 1.1 can be regarded as a

partial answer to this problem.

Problem 4.1. Let X be a collectionwise normal 1,-space and Y a collec-

tionwise normal {or a paracompact) P-space. Is it true that X x Y is collectionwise

normal if and only if X x Y is normal1?

Corresponding to Nagami's resultabove, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Let X be the closedimage of a paracompact M-space and Y a

paracompact P-space. Then X x Y is paracompact if and onlyif X x Y normal.

Proof. Firstwe note the factthat for spaces X and Y givenin the theorem

X x Y is normal iffX x Y is countably paracompact; the proof is similarto

Beslagic and Chiba [1, Section 5], Assume X x Y is normal, thereforeit is

countably paracompact. Let K be a compact space. Then Y x K is a para-

compact P-space, and by the fact above the countably paracompact space

(X x Y) x K = X x (Y x K) is normal. Hence X x Y is paracompact from

Tamano's theorem [15, Theorem 21. □

In view of this result, under the similar consideration to Problem 4.1, the

following problem also arises.A partialanswer to thisproblem is Theorem 1.2 or

Theorem 1.3.
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Problem 4.3. Let X be the closed image of a

collectionwisenormal (or a paracompact) P-space. Is

lectionwise normal if and only if X x Y is normal!
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